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Upload: Furniture and Medical Furnishings Calculator
Provide the completed Furniture and Medical Furnishings Calculator (found under the credit's "Resources" tab in the Credit Library) or equivalent documentation.
Provide the following value from the Summary tab of the Furniture and Medical Furnishings Calculator: 
Must be at least 30% for 1 point, 40% for 2 points, and 50% for exemplary performance.
Sustainable criteria value as a percentage of total furniture cost (%) 
Upload: Product documentation
Provide documentation listing chemical content, demonstrating testing and modeling of chemical content, and/or confirming environmental product declarations, as applicable to the option(s) pursued.
Special Circumstances
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. (Optional)
Upload: Special circumstances
Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
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Incomplete.  Please complete the highlighted fields and/or address any omissions in the Special Circumstances section.
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